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About This Game

Play through cool Match 3 levels, collect Santa’s coins and prepare the best Christmas fair ever!
Tricky obstacles await. Snow has covered everything and locked doors block your way. Use the new Magic Wand power-up to

overcome these difficulties and blast through the puzzles.
Help the Elf to prepare your town for Christmas with beautiful ornaments and decorations!

Build cafes and shops, decorate the fir-tree and town hall, get beautiful ornaments, illuminations and ice sculptures to create the
real Christmas spirit. And don’t forget about free donuts to lure some cops and ensure safety!

Have a fantastic Christmas Puzzle holiday!

• Nice town to decorate
• Exciting levels with new obstacles

• Fantastic soundtrack
• New bonuses and power-ups
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This is... a very weird little visual novel. The protagonist appears to be the lone "survivor" of a terrorist incident involving a
plane somewhere over the Indian Ocean (or nearabouts)... She awakes on an island in the center of the Indian Ocean... but things
may not be what they seem...

This is a very esoteric experience. Experience at your own risk.... Here on my farm, just bought this new Lamborghini Mach
230 VRT here. It’s fun to drive up here in the Sosnovka marshes. But you know what I like more than tractors? Cows. In fact,
I’m a lot more proud of these 50 new hay bales that I had to get an Ursus T-127 to hold until I mix them with the silage and
straw. It’s like the billionaire Warren Buffett says, “the more you sow, the more you grow.”

Now maybe you’ve seen my tedder talk where I talk about how I dry and windrow 17 cubic miles of grass every day. You know,
I dry and windrow 17 cubic miles of grass every day not to show off, again it's about the cows. In fact, the real reason I keep this
Lamborghini Mach 230 VRT here is that it’s a reminder. A reminder that dreams are still possible, because it wasn’t that long
ago that I was in a little farmstead across the map driving a tiny little Sampo Rosenlew Comia C6 with only 185 horsepower. I
didn't even have any chickens. I had no opportunities.. Sort of okay, but doesn't quite feel as innovative as the old one. Not
entirely sure how well it'll fare at lan yet, but it could run recently @ 720p on my server with an onboard HD4200 (very very
low end graphics) so it'll run on any modern laptop or better.. This game is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 as A
nugget!!
highly unrecommended!. I'm having so much fun with this game. I don't think I'm a very good doctor but it seems harmless to
diagnose someone with Dropping Down of the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665instead of a heart condition. Right?

This is a funny, visual-novel-esque story of madcap maladies, with narration in song (!) and plenty of chuckles. If you enjoyed
Blackadder, or Horrible Histories, that's the kind of humour you'll get here. The voice acting is great, especially the considerable
effort put into the songs. And it's extra delicious knowing it's based on a real historical figure!. Right. I've played this game for
10 hours now and have come to several conclusions.

Firstly, the lack of manual or even a tutorial is a bit of a disgrace, especially for such an unintutive game such as this (I had to
download a manual from the internet and even that was pretty thin and not 100% useful). Secondly, the game seems to go on for
much, much too long, even on high speed (those 10 hours I've played are almost entirely on the first game and I'm still probably
not even half way theough).

Oh, and lastly, I still don't really know entirely what I'm doing or why i'm doing it because everything is just so poorly explained.
Add this to the seemingly monumentual length of the game and you have something which I now just find boring and don't want
to continue anymore.

Of course it's perfectly possible that I'm mistaken in some of these criticisms but I just don't know because I wasn't given a
tutorial and the manual was rather inadequate.

. Pester

Cons:
static background screens, location never changes, you wouldn't notice location change even if it did,
no progression if you lose, anti-progression

sucks.
. gud very scare
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Very buggy. I cant progress past one of the tutorial stages due to a bug. Tried solutions mentioned by others, still wont work.. If
u want to be a Pepega in RPG, this is where u should go. OMG! i saw this game on steam and just buy it anyway !
Please continue update this game add some new Heli and maps and new weapons .

I cheer you up.. You can read this review, but, as is the case with all reviews, it is laced with opinion. I have compressed an
hour\u2019s gameplay into this five minute highlight first-impressions video if you want to see what it is like. Or you can read
the review below.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=c8r0pa-iy-c&feature=youtu.be

This game is to Stalker: Shadow of Chernobyl, what Elder Scrolls Online was to Skyrim; an interesting idea with some graphical
scale-back. The general feel of gameplay is affected by the fact that a Single Player FPS (the original Stalker) has been turned
into a Multiplayer TPS. That being said, the environments are atmospheric, look good and are open to exploration. Not so sure
about the animations however, which currently look clunky and are incomplete. The sound also requires work but can
sometimes make you jump.

There does not seem to be any PVP survival element yet although there is a H2O counter among other survival based indicators
on the dash. It is difficult to say anything conclusive regarding the game's mechanics however as all of the text-based instruction
is in Russian.

I'm giving it a thumbs up, not based on its current state but on what it might one day become. It is actually quite playable but at
the same time is clunky and incomplete. However, compare this game to Day Z, which has been in Early Access for years and is
still trying to get its base-zombies to work properly while its staff censor negative comments on its forums, this game is a gem. It
is functional, offers varying encounters, and the devs seem really friendly and eager to receive feedback. I\u2019m personally
very interested to see where sZone will go.. Wanna drop fps with nvidia nvenc? buy this software!

worst like mirilis or what ever payed software on steam.... Amazing game if your looking for a game to play with a friend on the
pc this is it would recommend. Short game, but it's worth the $5 just for the consistent fun and charm it provides. Seriously, this
game will give you a serious case of the nonstop smiles.. Too difficult to play, to survive, one good way is when US asked for
building a base, then kissed their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665and asked for money.
That damned Guerilla of 1000 always attacks me, and each expedition against guerilla only killed 200 of them and in next
month they have as many partisan as last month.
If trying to kill all prisoners will save you money but peasants and workers will get angry, releasing them will let the people of
guerilla growth from 1000 to 10000.
With Saving and Loading I cannot survive quite long.

I think, one way it to increase your own army, but not too fast, because this makes police and army angry, and amis as well, amis
will kill you with missile, the animation is boring to see who is the one to assassinate you
Quite hard game, if makes more easy, this will be funny

btw, icehole has developped a game called the war of independence Greece of 1828, this game is interesting but seemed very
hard, as the Turks are too overwhelming. Wish if it appears on Steam. This is a great piece of software that does exactly what
you would expect and so much more. It is not diffuicult to find other recording programs to get screen captures, but you would
be hard pressed to find one that has more features and accessability than PlayClaw5.

I like all the options for the overlays to keep track of recording time, file size and fps. I like how the overlays can be moved
around to avoid overlaps with menus in-game. I appreciate that there is also a desktop capture mode as well. It is a little more
expensive than most, but well worth the extra cash. Totally recommend this to anyone starting a youtube channel for game
capture. Two thumbs up.
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